


THE PROJECT;

•  Educated our younger generation by providing skills and knowledge       
   through stimulating memorable workshops. Children learnt about how     
   plants have been used for health and healing through the ages

• Those who took part gained knowledge of the plant properties could be      
  used for skulduggery 

• Shared welsh folk law and myths and legends surrounding woodland     
   plants.

• Exploring how the power of knowledge was used and the fear of that     
  power misaligned the mainly women healers as witches 

• Worked with expert herbalists  

 

• Training courses for education professionals and community     
  volunteers were provided. 

• Developed observation and recording skills 

• Improved their knowledge of native woodland plants

• Learnt about the heritage of plants in Wales

• Learnt about the properties uses and applications of plants in 
  health and healing

THE PROJECT LEFT A LEGACY IN;

• 2x resource boxes with support materials for schools to hire to deliver the  
  project in house.

• The production of an App to protect and pass on the knowledge of our  
  Welsh herbal heritage.  

To continue this legacy this handbook details how practitioners can deliver 
Historical Healers to their client group and how Historical Healers will help 
change the participants perceptions of local heritage of welsh woodland flora, 
it will help them understand and appreciate the benefits of the outdoors 
and give them an understanding and appreciation of natural healing and 
wellbeing. 

Historical Healers is not designed to be evangelical and we do not expect 
participants to self -remedy their Illness but we want to reintroduce, 
preserve and pass on and share the heritage of plants as healers their myths 
and folklore for our future generations. 

“Plants have so much to teach us besides their value as food and medicine. 
They teach patience, persistence, appreciation, nurturing skills, respect and 
to trust our intuition. There are so many amazing lessons we can learn from 
working with the plants”.  Kristine Brown.

This handbook details ideas session by session with clips of the ID and session 
plan docs all available in PDF for use with groups.  

Wild plants are a fundamental element of the Welsh heritage and landscape.  Wales is home to the Celtic rainforest with its rich diversity of plants, these plants 

are central to Welsh mythology, including Blodeu, Gwydion and legends surrounding Merlin. The generations of healers known as the Physicians of Myddfai are one 

example of the role of wild plants in Healing in Wales. 

Historical Healers was developed to expand the knowledge of Welsh Woodland plants for health and Healing within our local community.  It was identified that 

modern society was losing touch with our plant heritage and ancestral skills.  We planned to explore how our ancestors used wild native plants to improve health and 

enhance food provisions, this was achieved during this project with great success. We were able throughout the lifetime of the project to reconnect children with 

plant heritage in fun hands on learning experiences, and disseminate this knowledge as a ripple effect to the wider community.  

The idea behind the project;
Session 1 

Kings and Prickly Things



Session 1 
Kings and Prickly Things

THE BATTLE OF THE OAK AND HOLLY KINGS
by Rachel Schmidt

A rivalry many centuries old
Since ancient times,
The tales were told
Of two great kings,

One dark, and one light,
Who twice a year,

Would heroically fight.
The Holly King,

The darker one,
Ruled the Winter,
The dimming Sun.

While the King of Oak,
Was vibrant and bright.

He reigned over Summer,
The Sun’s growing light.

At Yule they would battle,
‘Twas an inspiring scene,
And the victory would go
To the mighty Oak King.

But at Midsummer’s time,
With the Sun at its peak,
The Holly King would win,
The Oak King grew weak.

And so it went on,
Year after year,

And the story was told
To all who could hear.

So, honour the Oak King in Summer,
When the Sun’s light is warm,
And the Holly King in winter

And the swirling snow storms.



LINKS TO LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
Motor Skills: fine and gross – designing wood cookie name amulets, threading 

wool, writing. Numeracy: data collection, graphs, counting, recording, 

percentage, calculating, estimating.  KUW: exploring flora, ID’ing, healing 

and historical contexts, weather. PSE: teamwork, cooperation, taking 

turns, sharing, listening, speaking in front of others. Science: fire, 

cooking cake, changes of state, cooking process. Art: dying beads, colour 

and tone, designing amulets. Literacy: names, terms, folklore, taking 

notes.

Session 2 
Purple Berry Day





Mandrakes were often thought of as being male or female in times past. The plant itself comes from the toxic Nightshade family. The Romans carefully 

used a wine-cup full of a medicinal drink to make anaesthetics to be used in surgical procedures.  

The root often resembled something, e.g. a baby, a woman, a man. If the owner kept the mandrake he/she could find his/her true love or have the baby 

they desired. This made hunting them very popular.

The ages-old legend of the shrieking mandrake, as portrayed in the world of Harry Potter, holds that a mandrake will emit an ear-piercing scream if 

uprooted, killing the person who digs it up.

According to the stories, the only way to uproot the mandrake safely is to plug one’s ears with wax, and tie a rope between a mandrake root and a dog’s 

tail. Back away from the root and throw the dog a treat, and the dog will lunge for it. The mandrake root will be uprooted by the dog’s sudden leap, and its 

shrieks will kill the hungry dog. The mandrake-hunter can then unplug their ears and continue the hunt in peace. (As long as they don’t care too much 

about their dead dog). It was believed that it was European witches and sorcerers who made this legend popular, in an attempt to protect the plant from 

the greedy hands of illicit vendors and common folk. Witches and sorcerers used the roots, fruits, and leaves of the plant not only as charms, but also in 

potions, ointments, oils and other concoctions to secure the children, love, wealth, or power that their customers and friends desired. 

Session 3 
Using our Senses, Willow & Dandelion





Session 4
Hawthorns, hearts and heartbreak





Session 5
Heroic Herbal First Aid 



Over the course of the project 10 local schools benefited from the six week long project the sessions lasted the 
length of the school day.  The first five sessions as the session plans detail above looked at site survey and games, 
activities, crafts and cooking around what they found on the site and the healing properties associated with them.  
A large part of the project was spent of storytelling and campfire chatter about myths and folk law.  Session six was 
the opportunity for the groups to share what they had learnt with the public.  This was generally done at school and 
parents and community members were invited.  These share days were all unique some focused on film, acting, 
show and tell or come and try hands on sharing techniques were used.  The children designed and ran the days and 
they were very well received by all.

Session 6 
Community share event...



Contact 
us

Plas Derw Trust Ltd
c/o Glyndwr University Northop
Holywell Road
Northop, Mold, CH7 6AA
01352 840 955 or 07881 700 952
www.plasderwforestschool.co.uk


